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Abstract

A

fter the Cold War, Italy started to act as an international peacekeeper, deploying troops in dozens of military
operations, mainly within multilateral frameworks. Recently, with the end of the “war on terror” and after the
2015 White Paper, Italy devoted growing interest and resources to the “Enlarged Mediterranean”. Despite
Italy’s post-bipolar military dynamism, limited attention has been paid to assessing missions. The withdrawal
from Afghanistan, as well as the debate about European Union defence and NATO, particularly after the Russian
aggression on Ukraine, have emphasised again the need for a detailed analysis of Italian operations. This paper
discusses the effectiveness of international interventions and the features and the trajectory of Italian missions.
Three policy recommendations are advanced: the need to 1) create standard and systematic evaluations as
events proceed; 2) establish transparent and inclusive assessments when interventions are completed; and 3)
plan strategically for long-term proactivity rather than short-term reactivity.
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AN INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPER.
THE EVOLUTION OF ITALIAN FOREIGN
AND DEFENCE POLICY
Fabrizio Coticchia, Andrea Ruggeri
INTRODUCTION
How effective have peace operations been
overall? What has Italy’s role been in international
military missions? What can we learn from the
international experience and specifically from
Italian involvement? This paper aims to address
these questions by focusing on international
frameworks and will provide recommendations
on best practices for Italian operations. First,
findings about the effectiveness and outcomes of
international interventions in countries at risk of
conflict, engaged in conflict, and in post-conflict
situations are summarised. Second, in light of
global trends, which tend to be ignored within
the national debate, the features and evolution
of Italian missions are examined, with particular
attention being devoted to current intervention
in the “Enlarged Mediterranean”. Finally, selected
policy recommendations on the future evolution
of Italian defence and its operations abroad are
advanced: the need to 1) establish standard and
systematic evaluations as events proceed; 2)
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establish transparent and inclusive assessments when interventions
are completed; and 3) create a permanent security body that can
advise on strategic planning and long-term proactivity rather than
short-term reactivity.
1. INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT AND
ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
The effectiveness and outcomes of international interventions in
countries that are at risk of conflict, engaged in conflict, and in postconflict situations have been extensively debated.1 Italy, which is a
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and a European Union
(EU) founding member, has made a significant military contribution
over the last thirty years to its primary ally (the United States) and to
regional and international organisations (e.g., the United Nations [UN]),
mainly within a preferred multilateral framework, but also in bilateral
and multinational operations.
In a recent review of findings about external interventions in
international politics, intervention has been defined as actions
and policies undertaken by one state with the goal of influencing
structures of political authority within another state.2 The missions
and actions we review here should be understood as a subcategory
of these interventions. There is a clear consensus that “humanitarian
military intervention entails a cross-border use or threat of force by
a state, a coalition of states, or an international organization for the
purpose of protecting citizens of the target country from an acute
violent emergency”.3 Hence, they can be further broadly divided into
unilateral/coalition interventions by individual powers and multilateral
interventions coordinated with international institutions, usually the
UN and regional organisations.
1.1 Unilateral/coalition interventions
The first category includes powers that remain in a country after
actively intervening in a conflict (often themselves being the cause
of the conflict), becoming a military occupation force. This situation
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can develop under the aegis of international law, and possibly
shares characteristics with retrospective multilateralism. Examples
of this are Afghanistan and Iraq. In Iraq, after the 2003 invasion, the
coalition peak was reached in 2005 with 160,000 American troops and
approximately 21,000 allied troops, including 2,600 Italian soldiers. In
Afghanistan – under the NATO umbrella – the deployment of military
forces peaked in 2011, with 100,000 US troops and 42,000 allied
troops: Italy, providing 3,770 soldiers, was among the five allies with
the most troops. These can be defined as military occupations – the
temporary control of a territory by another state that does not claim
any rights for sovereign and permanent control over that territory.
A critical question is whether stabilisation after a military operation
can come from occupation. In 2008, Edelstein pointed out that there
have been twenty-four milestone occupations since the Napoleonic
Wars (1815), of which only seven can be defined as successes;4 six
of them came in the wake of the Second World War as the Cold War
was emerging. The success of an occupation is therefore largely
influenced by structural factors that occupying powers cannot easily
manipulate. As Edelstein further points out, state-building tends not
to be the central focus of occupations, and not all of them include
this goal. Rather, the primary objective of a military occupation
is to secure the interests of the occupying power and to prevent
the occupied territory from becoming unstable. There is clearly a
manifest hypocrisy on the part of the great powers: they are often
partisans in a conflict, supporting a particular group with money,
weapons, and even armed forces.
1.2 Multilateral interventions
The second category organises operations, usually described as
peace operations, through a multilateral institution – such as the UN
or the EU. There is a military presence but also a significant number
of civilian personnel to assist post-war reconstruction, as in the cases
of Sudan and East Timor. The UN has implemented seventy peace
operations since 1948, expanding from missions to monitor ceasefires
to much more ambitious multidimensional peace-building and post-
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war reconstruction. The UN does not have a standing army, but its
deployment of military forces abroad is second only to the US military.
More than 80,000 UN peacekeepers from 120 countries are currently
deployed in 12 UN missions. More recently, regional organisations
such as the EU and African Union, alone or working with the UN, have
organised several peace operations. The EU – in part thanks to the
Italian contribution – is becoming an increasingly global player in
supporting peace and post-conflict reconstruction: it currently (2022)
has seven active military missions and eleven civilian missions, with
actions aimed at institution-building and economic development
playing a central role.
Overall, there is strong agreement that peace operations are very
effective in preventing violence, reducing outbreaks during civil wars
and preventing it from recurring once a civil war is over. This is all the
more surprising given that the UN only tends to intervene in the most
difficult cases. In Italian public debate, a comparative, comprehensive,
and systematic analysis of the effectiveness of peace operations and
multilateralism is lacking both in institutional bodies and advisory
fora. However, this does not imply that peace operations always
work or that they have the success rate we would expect. There are
many well-known cases – such as Bosnia and Rwanda – in which UN
peacekeeping failed. There are also other contemporary cases such
as South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo where
peacekeeping missions are not progressing well. But the successful
cases – even in terms of post-war reconstruction – are numerous:
Namibia, Mozambique, El Salvador, Guatemala, Sierra Leone, and East
Timor, for example.
1.3 Features and trends of peace operations
Over the past thirty years, UN peacekeeping operations have become
bigger, more complex, and more diverse.5 During the current twelve
UN missions, 1,500 peacekeepers have died; since 1948, 4,161
have lost their lives. UN peacekeeping missions have undergone
substantive changes since the end of the Cold War, witnessing an
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increase in the number of peacekeeping troops deployed; an increase
in the number of countries supplying peacekeepers; an increase in
the average number of troop-contributing countries per mission; and
a change in the pool of countries from which the UN can draw troops.
As of November 2021, there were 12 active peace operations: the total
personnel deployed at that time was 87,572, with 63,889 troops and
7,266 police officers. At the end of 2021, Bangladesh, India, and Nepal
remained the top three contributors of peacekeepers, a trend that has
been consistent over the last twenty years. Italy is the first European
and Western country among providers of UN peacekeepers (overall
in twenty-sixth position) with 914 Blue Helmets, most of whom are
deployed in Lebanon (904).
UN missions are on average much larger than non-UN missions.
These latter are more militarily focused, but this is mostly down
to the NATO effect. The average UN mission deploys around
3,600 people, whereas the average non-UN mission is only a third
of the size.6 It appears that, among non-UN operations, national
contributions are a token gesture – mere signalling – rather than
substantive contributions. The number of UN missions has remained
fairly stable, while the number of regional and international missions
has increased. UN operations increased primarily in the 1990s and
early 2000s, with the many missions by the EU since the launch of
its European Security and Defence Policy in 1999 making up a large
share of this growth. However, non-UN bodies have deployed more
missions than the UN every year since the turn of the millennium.
An important distinguishing feature relates to the mandates for
peace operations and their different activities. We can distinguish four
different categories of peace operations: 1) observer, 2) traditional,
3) peace-building, and 4) peace enforcement. Observer missions,
the first category to be deployed by the UN, in 1948, are defined by
small contingents that are mandated to observe the behaviour of
belligerent parties and determine whether they stick to agreements
(e.g., ceasefires or peace treaties). Traditional peace operations
usually have the same mandates – to monitor and report – but also
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include lightly armed military personnel who can accomplish tasks
such as de-escalating minor tensions, escorting humanitarian aid, and
logistically supporting the demobilisation of former combatants. The
other two categories – peace-building and peace enforcement – are
further developments based on the evolution of field experience;
they also relate to the changing nature of security challenges given
the increase in the number of civil wars and failure of domestic
governance. Both types of missions require larger deployments,
substantive military capabilities, larger budgets, and longer-term
commitments than the first two categories. Peace-building operations
have a portfolio of tasks to keep the peace, and these also include
state-building goals such as strengthening the rule of law, reforming
and training the security sector, planning and assisting in rebuilding
logistical infrastructures, and supporting governance.
The data show that until the end of the Cold War UN missions were
mostly in the observer/traditional categories, but in the last ten years
most of the new missions that were established related to either
peace-building or peace enforcement. Howard and Dayal show that
the large majority of newly established missions are deployed under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter – hence involving the possible use of
force – and several were changed to that mandate from Chapter VI –
the use of diplomatic instrument.7
1.4 Effectiveness and evaluations of peace operations
It has been observed consistently that peacekeeping success is
more likely when large contingents are deployed under robust
mandates.8 Mission type, size, and composition are able to signal
credible commitment and resolve from the international community
to local belligerents and empower peacekeepers to halt violence
while guaranteeing the implementation of peace agreements. Over
the years, debate on the concept of peacekeeping effectiveness
has centred on one crucial dimension: maintaining peace. Notably,
peacekeeping literature has focused on the absence of violence, but
this focus is limited to conflict-related violence. Social violence (i.e.,
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riots and violent protests), criminal violence, and terrorism are not
accounted for when identifying peacekeeping’s potential violencereduction impact. These latter forms of violence may be less political
and only tangentially related to the main conflict, but they shape
perceptions of safety among local populations.
Besides academic assessments and analyses of UN and non-UN
peace operations, there have also been internal and organisational
assessments to elaborate on lessons learnt and discern best
practices. The organisation that has been investigating and
developing most of these assessments (and eventually implementing
associated reforms) is the UN. This is mostly because the UN has
been a major provider of peace operations over a long timeframe and
has faced major failures and challenges.9 Besides evaluating best
practices for operations, there have also been independent reviews
for specific peace operations. The UN established the practice
of independent reviews of peace operations in 2017, and since
then there have been nineteen such reviews. A recent report has
suggested that the UN needs to consolidate best practices, improve
its reporting on independent reviews, and establish a dedicated
funding stream for independent reviews.
2. ITALY: AN “INTERNATIONAL PEACEKEEPER”
The Italian parliamentary debate on military missions that took
place in July 2021 highlights some of the most relevant aspects
of the country’s defence since the end of the Cold War. With an
overwhelming majority, MPs approved more than forty operations
across the world, most of them within a multilateral (UN or NATO and
UN) framework. The assembly discussion (as well as the attention
given to it by the media) was extremely limited, but the tasks
undertaken by the interventions are manifold and complex, from
peacekeeping to anti-terrorism.
On the whole, bipartisan consensus, scant public debate, and
remarkable military commitment (especially in multilateral missions)
have been constant features of Italian defence policy over the last
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thirty years. The stunning transformation of this policy over that
period, and the evolution of Italian armed forces and their military
engagement abroad, deserves our attention for two main reasons.10
First, since the collapse of the Berlin Wall, Italy has become one of the
most active security providers at regional and global level, sending
troops to more than 130 operations. While only dozens of troops were
deployed abroad at the end of the 1980s, thousands of Italian soldiers
have been engaged in interventions since that time. From the Balkans
to the Middle East, from Somalia to Afghanistan, Italian soldiers
have participated in air strikes, counter-insurgency interventions,
peace-building, and anti-piracy missions, to name only a few of their
missions. Officially, their contribution to international security is one of
the key roles for the Italian armed forces.
Second, despite this considerable commitment, public discussion
on defence issues has been modest for many years. The debate on
national security and defence policy has been generally relegated
to the margins within institutions, media, and even academia. For this
reason, it is worth assessing in detail the main features of the most
visible example of the transformation of Italian defence policy: military
operations abroad.
2.1 Thirty years of interventions: Main turning points
After thirty years of interventions, we can trace the main
characteristics of Italian missions. Before doing this, we should
answer the following question: what have been the most relevant
turning points for Italian participation in military operations abroad?
Schematically, we can distinguish three main periods: 1) the 1990s
(from Operation Desert Storm, Iraq, 1991, to Operation Allied Force,
Kosovo, 1999), 2) the first decade of the new century (with the
missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Lebanon), and 3) the post-2011 era,
after the war in Libya (when Italy started to focus principally on North
Africa and the Sahel region).
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While the end of the Cold War is generally considered the crucial
event that allowed development of the Italian military, the legacy of
the 1980s helps us to understand changing defence policy.11 Indeed,
the peacekeeping intervention in Lebanon in 1982 and other small
missions in the Mediterranean region (Malta, Sinai, and the Red Sea),
as well as the draft of the 1985 White Paper12 (which started to focus
on joint action and others’ needs for so-called power projection),
paved the way for Italian “deployability”.
The most important critical turning point for Italian defence occurred
in 1991, when Rome decided to participate in the air strikes against
Saddam Hussein within Operation Desert Storm. The first combat
mission undertaken by Italy since 1945 was a watershed. Indeed, from
that year, Italy started to deploy troops in almost every regional and
international crisis, adopting the humanitarian operation narrative;
this avoided the declaration of a “state of war” (as required by the
Constitution) and thereby eluded strict parliamentary oversight. The
concept of war was therefore removed from (limited) public debate,
while at the same time the bipartisan plot of these “peace missions”
was fully embraced. Alongside this development, the mission in the
Gulf highlighted the shortfalls of the Italian armed forces – which
were designed for territorial defence in the Cold War era and were
now operating in a brand-new strategic context. As a consequence,
the New Defence Model (1991) set in train an ambitious process of
reform for Italian defence. This focused on deployability and active
prevention to promote stability abroad, and thus definitively moved
away from the static Cold War approach.13
In the 1990s, Italy started to be involved in manifold complex operations,
from the Balkans to Somalia, and it suffered its first casualties in
combat operations since the Second World War. In 1997, Italy led the
multinational stability operation known as Alba in Albania, while in 1999,
Italian armed forces provided a significant contribution to air strikes in
Kosovo during Operation Allied Force. Despite combat activities, the
peace narrative was not altered, but several relevant reforms (above all,
the suspension of conscription) have gradually been implemented.
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The new century required Italy to step up its military commitment.
Indeed, within the framework of the War on Terror, Italian soldiers
have been involved in the most complex (and bloodiest) operations
undertaken since the 1940s. Italy provided a very significant
contribution (in terms of troops and tasks) both in Iraq (2003–6) and in
Afghanistan (2011–21). Such challenging missions had a huge impact
on the process of military transformation and adaptation, promoting
further joint operations with allies on the ground (especially within the
NATO context, which became a crucial reference for Italian defence
in terms of approaches and procedures). At the same time, Italy
actively participated in the first EU missions – from the Balkans to
the Indian Ocean – and deeply enhanced its engagement with UN
operations, principally thanks to its considerable involvement in the
UN intervention in Lebanon of 2006, in which Italy played a leading
diplomatic and military role. In 2001, Italy deployed troops in ten UN
missions, which is the number of operations undertaken during the
entire Cold War (1945-89).
The second decade of the century started with the controversial
international intervention in Libya (2011), growing instability in the
Middle East and North Africa region (known as MENA), and the failure
of the War on Terror. All these factors, along with the financial crisis
from 2008, conditioned both the evolution of Italian defence and
rising prudence – or even scepticism – among political leaders, as
well as changing public opinion on the use of force. However, after a
decrease in the number of troops deployed abroad, Italy continued
to provide a significant military contribution, from NATO air missions
in the Baltic states after the Russian invasion of Crimea to anti-Islamic
State operations in Iraq. From mid-2022, Italy will take the lead of the
NATO Mission in Iraq. Capacity-building and training of local security
and police forces represent the main focuses of Italian military
involvement. With more than 1,000 troops, the country’s contribution
will be the largest among NATO members. As affirmed by the Minister
of Defence, Lorenzo Guerini, the “fight against terrorism remains a
priority”, even after the end of the War on Terror era. Above all, as
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highlighted by the latest White Paper (2015), and implemented by
all governments (a stunning populist success did not alter Italian
defence continuity),14 Italy focused on the Enlarged Mediterranean,15
considered to be the vital area for protecting and promoting national
interests, and relocated troops and resources towards the Sahel
region and North Africa.16
In summary, over three decades, Italian defence has been marked by
deployability, providing a constant and significant contribution within
multinational and (especially) multilateral frameworks. Owing to the
relevance of such military engagement, it is worth assessing the main
features of Italian operations abroad in the post-Cold War era.
2.2 Italian missions abroad: Main features
The events that affected the evolution of Italian military interventions
after the end of the Cold War emphasise two overall patterns. In
terms of geographical priorities, despite having deployed troops
almost everywhere, Italy has mainly focused on two areas: the
Balkans (especially in the 1990s) and the Enlarged Mediterranean
(mainly after 2011). In addition, several missions have been undertaken
in the Middle East (above all in Lebanon and Iraq). While Italian
military involvement in Asia has been limited in terms of the overall
numbers of missions carried out, Afghanistan represents the most
relevant intervention ever conducted by Italian forces in terms of
tasks undertaken and costs suffered.
Second, the vast majority of Italian operations have occurred
within a multilateral framework (UN, EU, and NATO); however,
multinational and bilateral missions represent only a tiny minority
of all interventions. It is not clear what the features of “national”
interventions abroad should be.17 In order to answer this, we should
stress, on one hand, the main traits of the domestic debates during
which operations have been planned and approved, and, on the
other hand, the recurring patterns of Italian missions. Notwithstanding
the evolution of international and domestic contexts over the last
thirty years, as well as the very different operational scenarios in
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which Italian troops have found themselves, we can identity some
constant features concerning domestic debate: 1) bipartisan support
for operations among the largest parties; 2) a lack of public debate
and parliamentary oversight; and 3) a “peace narrative” shared by all
governments and leaders.
First, a widespread bipartisan consensus has regularly backed Italian
military operations. In line with the literature, and also in the Italian
case, a “curvilinear model” of support (i.e., centre-left and centre-right
more in favour than the extreme right and – especially – the extreme
left) illustrates the ways in which Italian parties have sustained military
missions in recent years.18
Second, despite military activism, the national public debate on
defence has always been rare, for political and cultural reasons.19
More importantly, the scrutiny of military operations in the Chamber of
Deputies and in the Senate has been extremely limited. With minimal
parliamentary oversight, the executive has exploited its considerable
autonomy on defence issues, avoiding “audience costs”, possible
vetoes from players in coalition governments, and public attribution of
responsibility. Only at the end of 2016 was a comprehensive law (No.
145) on interventions abroad approved, finally forcing the government
to give details on each operation. For decades, MPs have voted for
the refinancing of all missions together (once or at the most twice per
year), while sometimes operations were undertaken even without
formal votes.
Third and related to that, the narrative for all peace and humanitarian
missions – which was adopted no matter individual interventions’
features or the risks on the ground – shaped the whole national
debate, where any references to “war” were quickly removed. This
storyline was instrumental for collecting support from parliament
and in the eyes of public opinion, which has always largely opposed
combat interventions.20 More dramatically, the overall narrative has
influenced mission structures and assets, which have often suffered
the consequences of the gap between humanitarian planning and
the level of violence on the ground. The case of Operation Antica
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Babilonia in Nasiriya well illustrates the dramatic consequences of
such a discrepancy.21
Moving from the domestic and procedural context to the operational
reality of the interventions, we can identify some of the Italian
missions’ recurrent traits: 1) the training of local police and security
actors; 2) a tendency to keep the military low profile and apply a
restrained use of force; 3) the acquiring of significant power projection
capabilities; 4) and an enhanced level of joint operations and
interoperability with allies.
Official documents have tried to summarise the features of a “national
way to peace operations”.22 Based on existing primary and secondary
sources, four elements are worth mentioning: training, civil–military
cooperation and reconstruction, deployability, and participation in
joint operations.
First, training local police and security actors is generally considered
to be crucial in contemporary interventions in conflict or post-conflict
contexts. Exploiting the vast experience collected across decades
and the unique asset represented by the Carabinieri (a mixed police/
military force), Italy has developed noted capabilities in this area, and
has gradually adapted different training programmes and mentoring
activities to different scenarios, from counter-insurgency interventions
to UN police operations.
Second, despite Italian troops having fought harsh battles, from
Nasiriya to Western Afghanistan, a military low profile (consistent
with the humanitarian narrative adopted by political leaders) and
a restrained use of force have generally marked Italian missions.
Moreover, Italian troops have been continually focused on civil–
military cooperation (CIMIC) to effectively deploy aid and foster
reconstruction under a proper security umbrella. Beyond the
widespread and superficial stereotype of “good Italians”,23 CIMIC
has actually represented a vital tool for Italian missions, from
peacekeeping to counter-insurgency. Within the UN framework in
particular, from Somalia to Lebanon, Italian CIMIC has promoted
cooperation on the ground between military and civilian actors.
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Third, after decades playing a role in interventions that have
taken place far from national borders, Italian armed forces have
acquired significant power projection capabilities, especially
through naval and air assets. While in the 1990s Italy had yet to
build proper expeditionary forces, as it moved away from territorial
defence, its armed forces have clearly proved to be capable of
quick deployment in the new century, illustrated by the missions in
Lebanon and Afghanistan. In addition, technological developments
have constantly taken place. As has been widely confirmed by
empirical research, military operations and the assets employed
have been transformed.24 Drones and armed vehicles (which have
been continuously modified to better address the menaces posed by
improvised explosive devices) exemplify this claim.
Finally, years of multinational and multilateral interventions have
deeply enhanced the ability to act jointly with allies. The mission in
Afghanistan clearly boosted cooperation on the ground, and also in
terms of doctrines and approaches, especially within NATO. In other
words, multilateralism is not just an attitude or a political preference
of Italian foreign and defence policy; rather, multilateral forums and
alliances are the preferred frameworks for Italian armed forces that
have been getting used to operating within specific procedures.
This explains the pressure on the government that was applied by
the Italian Air Force, which sought engagement within the NATO
framework in Libya (2011).
2.3 A strategic shift? The enlarged Mediterranean
After the gradual reduction in national military involvement during
the War on Terror, from Iraq to Afghanistan, and following the conflict
in Libya, Italy started to strategically rethink its missions abroad. The
main outcomes of this process were that political leaders applied
greater prudence in using force after years of global commitment,
and they gave clearer priority to a specific area (the Enlarged
Mediterranean). This was driven by the failures of the operations
mentioned above, rising regional instability, and the financial crisis.
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To address the impact of this latter, the Ministerial Directive 2013 that
reviewed the defence sector was approved by the Monti government,
in order to foster a proper balance between force structure and
budget.25 This document still supported the expeditionary capabilities
of Italian armed forces, and the latest White Paper (2015), continued
to support deployment, identifying the Enlarged Mediterranean as
the vital area for Italian interests. While most of its allies were mainly
concerned with what happened in Ukraine in 2014, Italy was primarily
focused on the consequences of instability in North Africa and the
Sahel region. A remodelling of Italian interventions occurred, with
new naval operations in the Mediterranean and the Gulf of Guinea,
and, especially, a greater military commitment in Sahel, where the
missions aimed to support (mainly through training and mentoring)
the capabilities of local states to combat menaces such as terrorism
and illegal migration. On the whole, Italy gradually disengaged from
missions that employed forces numbered in the thousands for years
(e.g., Afghanistan) and increased its commitment towards North Africa
and the Sahel region. Also within EU and NATO frameworks, Italy
pushed to increase its focus on the “Southern Front”, highlighting
the importance of a broader (multilateral) commitment in the region.
The Sahel region can be considered to be a new focus for Italian
foreign and defence policy, along with the traditional ones (i.e., the
Atlantic, Europe, and the Mediterranean). However, the never-ending
security problems there and the considerable political troubles
suffered by states in that area testify to the problems faced on the
ground. In addition, the dramatic shortfalls of the multinational training
programmes of local armed forces were revealed by the collapse
of the Afghan armed forces in the summer of 2021, questioning the
approach to capacity-building missions that has so far been adopted
by Italy and its allies.
Despite such obstacles, the reorientation of Italian defence has been
strongly supported by all political parties and even by the “Yellow–
Green” government (2018–19), the first European executive without
mainstream parties. Despite some rhetorical clashes with allies,
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that populist government guaranteed continuity in defence policy
to a very great extent, this applying to missions abroad as well as
procurement programmes. Finally, an active military commitment was
confirmed during the Covid-19 pandemic era. Alongside the approval
of more than forty operations in 2021 and a rising military budget,
the Italian government openly supported a greater national and
European military commitment, in terms of resources and capabilities.
Quite remarkably in the country’s political and cultural context, Prime
Minister Mario Draghi stated in September 2021 that Italy – and the EU
– should “spend more” on defence.
In this speech, Draghi devoted specific attention to Italy’s contribution
to the creation of a European defence force. Italy has strongly
supported the recent steps made by the EU in the field, from actively
participating in manifold projects within Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO), to sustaining the European Defence Fund and
the Coordinated Annual Review of Defence. However, Italy has clearly
emphasised its view (which is closer to Berlin than to Paris) on the
EU’s strategic autonomy. From the Italian perspective, this does not
mean independence from the transatlantic partnership but rather
“building the capacity to prop up Western security, which is in turn
‘founded on the Atlantic Pact’”.
The next few years will provide additional information that will
allow us to assess the overall degree of change in Italian defence
policy. The end of the Cold War brought a major evolution, with Italy
changing from security consumer to security provider. As we have
seen, the role of international peacekeeper has been adopted in the
following decades. Relying on an analysis of foreign policy literature,26
we can affirm that, while it is reasonable to exclude a reorientation
of Italy in world affairs, a more significant level of transformation
– relating to means, goals, and purposes – could be conceivable,
going beyond small adjustments in the degree of commitment
characteristic of recent years.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper provides a general overview of trends around peace
operations. It moves on to a more focused analysis of Italy in the
international arena and its involvement in peace operations. In the
light of what we have noted regarding the effectiveness of missions
and also best practices and lessons learned by international
organisations and other countries, the following three core
recommendations are made:
Establish standard and systematic evaluations – The role of
monitoring by the Italian parliament should be enhanced. While
Law No. 145 (2016) is an improvement is terms of parliamentary
oversight, its implementation and impractical timings have been
very problematic in the last few years. Too often, parliament quickly
discusses and approves operations in the summer, after months of
deployment have taken place. Such discussions should be better
informed, examining missions on the basis of proper details and
analysis, avoiding a “muddling-through” process that simply gives
continuity to previous efforts, without assessing results or the effect
on national interests. This broader debate could also contribute
towards the development of a national strategy, and a culture
in which this is possible, something that has been sought years.
Enhanced analytical evaluations and decisions regarding missions
should take place before deployment and also during missions.
Assessments should be driven by the following questions: what will
Italy’s commitment be (in terms of finance and personnel) in military
deployment over the medium and long term? Can possible mission
scenarios be simulated and evaluated in order to compare best and
worst outcomes? Is this a priority compared with other possible threats
and foreseeable challenges? How will our commitment (or the lack
thereof) affect our relationship with our allies? Will our commitment
reinforce or destabilise international multilateral frameworks?
Establish transparent and inclusive assessments – After thirty
years of military engagement, Italy needs to develop a structured,
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transparent, and inclusive process to assess lessons learnt and
establish best practice guidelines. Political institutions (primarily, the
Parliament) should begin to assess the results obtained and analyse
the approaches of the last three decades. For instance, while many
other countries have already developed such processes – especially
concerning the operations in Iraq and Afghanistan – Italy has only
slowly begun. It is crucial to involve expert actors – armed forces, and
also diplomats, academics, and non-governmental organisations – for
the evaluation of lessons learnt, providing transparency to the public
and also gaining crucial information to avoid future mistakes. As
mentioned, purely military support for states that are not perceived as
legitimate by the people is not effective in fostering capacity-building,
as many operations have revealed.
Assessments should be driven by questions about alternative paths
and interventions, and how more effective assistance and higher
integration between political and military instruments could be
developed. Only rigorous assessments – based on hard evidence,
systematic research design, and counterfactual analyses – can
provide useful answers.
Plan strategically and for long-term proactivity rather than short-term
reactivity – The “national interest” has rarely, if ever, been cited in
official speeches and documents (see, for instance, the White Paper
of 2015); for cultural and political reasons, owing to the tragic legacy
of fascism and the Second World War, the concept has not been
part of public debate. But if Italy should commit its armed forces in
the Enlarged Mediterranean to defend and promote national vital
interests, it would be useful to know what those interests are. Adding
a National Security Strategy to the White Paper, as well as creating
an institutional body similar to the US National Security Council, could
be a first step to develop the debate around national interests. This
institutional and permanent body – composed by elected officials,
military and independent experts – would facilitate systematic and
rigorous long-term strategic planning, situating Italy in a proactive
strategic position rather than in reactive position that is reliant
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on short-term responses to requests from allies or international
organisations.
These policy recommendations should be taken into account by
Italian policymakers to systematically and carefully assess the
opportunities and risks that are connected to decisions to deploy
troops aboard. For instance, procedures that assess the conditions
that enhance the effectiveness of training of local forces, and the
factors that promote greater coordination and cooperation between
civilian and military components, as well as among international
actors and allies, should become routinised good practices. Detailed
evaluation of results and lessons learned from previous operations
will give a more comprehensive and coherent picture of mistakes that
can be avoided and problems that it will be necessary to overcome
on the ground, at the same time promoting a broader and betterinformed public debate on a very crucial issue for Italian politics.
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